Fischer Workshops Leather Coaster Pattern

~ Crafted by Hand ~

www.fischerworkshops.com
String or lace = .4mm wide and 44mm long.
Cut off excess lace after tied
Leather’s I used -
1. Carved and tooled coasters - 8-9oz or 3.2 - 3.4mm thick unfinished vegetable tanned leather
2. String or lace 1.6mm thick unfinished vegetable tanned leather

1. Leather dye or stain:
   - Eco-Flo - Professional waterstain (I used dark brown, but there are many colors)
   - Dye - Indian leather craft Taiwan brown dye
   - Feibings - light brown antique stain

2. Edge slicking gum: You can use water, or eco-flo gum to slick edges or the back side of the leather. Although I prefer to use the following products for a more beautiful and professional finish:
   - Bob Parks Edge Magic - This is one of my favorites. To purchase contact Bob Park at hidepounder@gmail.com
   - Seiwa Leather Craft - Tokonole: This can be applied the same way as Eco-Flo gum but with quicker and better results
     It can only be purchased from (goodsjapan.com)
   - Columbus wax - Last step

3. Feibing’s Golden Mink Oil - After I finish any project I usually apply this oil to everything including the areas I treated with horse oil, then buff to a shine with a quality soft cloth.

5. Eco-Flo or Craft Japan: Professional glossy sheen, or clear matte sheen (This is applied to stained leather as a finish)
   I used Craft Japan clear matte sheen. I prefer this over Eco-Flo sheen’s. I simply think it performs better, but both work.
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Picture Reference Of Tools Used In This Project

Edge Slicker

1 - Crafool Pro
Classic Edger Size 0
2 - Crafool Edge
Beveler size 1

Poly Mallet

Barry King Tools - Basket weave stamp

Olfa Circular Cutter

Burnishing Glass

Olfa Disposable Steel Knife